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The club‟s membership is 254 members in total
at present, compare with last year of 210
members and 195 the previous year, therefore a
definite increase of membership.
The activities and events planned during 2013
went remarkably well. The events were well
attended and it is clearly noticeable that more of
our members and visitors are taking part in these
activities and events. It is this kind of
commitment that makes being part of our Club
so exciting and rewarding.

AGM
At the AGM of 2014 the following
members was elected
Portfolio
Chairperson
Vice
chairperson
Secretary
Treasurer
Practical Pistol
Shoot
Pin Shooting
Clay Pigeon
NSA
Range
Maintenance
Hunting Rifle
PRO

Name
Geoff Muller
Gerhardt Neethling

Contact No
0833090327
0824630640

Gys Viljoen
Obie Oberholzer
Andre van Straaten
Jean Engelbrecht
Marek Stawicki
Larry Bester

0833271345
0834496524
0824449533
0824608816
0824539413
0828004821

Okkie J Olivier

0847014759

Brian Swart
Amelia Oberholzer

0828891630
0824173110

CHAIRMAN‟S REPORT
YEAR 2013
Gosh, what a year! Either I am getting
old and can't keep up or 2013 was
short of some days because it ran out
at such a phenomenal speed.
2013 has been interesting and
challenging, but I believe that this has helped to
make us tougher, wiser and bigger and an
Editor: amelia.oberholzer@yahoo.com

One of the highlights was the very successful
SAPS National Championships. Other popular
events that took place were once again the Rifle
Workshop/Pre-hunting Challenge, Top Gun
Shoot, Pin Shooting and Practical Pistol Shoots.
The Pin Shooting and Practical Pistol Shoots of
the club are showing a healthy growth.
A Clay Pigeon event was also arranged last year
and I was surprised with the attendance that
day. Optimistically this event will continue this
year and thereon.
Congratulations to those members that achieved
great heights on different shooting disciplines
and those members that received Gold, Silver,
Bronze medals, certificates and other prices.
My sincere appreciation goes to those members
who went out of their way to honor their
commitment with helping and organizing events
and specially assist with the upgrade and
renovation of the Club buildings, grounds and
equipment. I have been profoundly touched by
the commitment and dedication with which the
committee and members have tackled the
challenges that came our way this past year.
Theft and vandalism at the club and on the
ranges are taking place on a continuous basis
and causes immense financial losses for the
shooting club.
We once again insist on our members to be on
guard and report any strangers and
misbehaviour on and around the ranges.
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A special thanks to our editor Amelia Oberholzer
for the effort she puts in with regards to the
Newsletters. The Newsletter is the mouthpiece of
the Club and I believe that the editor will
welcome all contributions from the members.
Although there is still quite a lot of developing to
be done to cover all the shooting disciplines the
new Web Site is now up and running. Please
make an effort to go onto the Web Site.
You are most welcome to forward suggestions to
place on the Web Site or in the Newsletter.
We strongly believe and are committed to carry
out our part towards the environment and
conservation by ensuring that the club grounds
and ranges are clean of any kind of pollution and
contamination. Retrieving cartridges and lead
bullets from the range at any time possible and
by looking after our ranges and roads and not
causing any erosion will prove to the NRCS that
we do make an effort to conserve and care for
our environment.
We urge all our members to support the Club in
this regard.
Once again I would to make use of this
opportunity to also express thanks to all Visitors,
supporters, Businesses and SAPS, for your
support and cooperation during 2013.

Range Matters
Attention !!!
In all shoots or events there should
always be a
person in charge and should be the
responsible
person for the shoot or event.
This person should ensure that all
shooters and non shooters
sign the Register book, before any
shooting takes place.
Membership cards must be presented to
the caretaker when signing the Register
book.
This person should ensure that all
shooters and non shooters
are aware of all the rules of the club.
This person is responsible for the safety of
all the shooters and non-shooters of the
shoot or event.
No vehicles are allowed on the range
except when shooting at ranges 8 to 13.
Quads & Motor Cycles are strictly
forbidden on the range area of 27 ha
without prior arrangements for
organized shoots/events.

Looking ahead, 2014 will present Buffalo River
Shooting Club with new challenges and
opportunities.

HOW NOT TO DO IT!

I would like to wish all our members, trainers,
funders, supporters and their families, as well as
Buffalo River Shooting Club committee members
a wonderful and prosperous 2014!!
May 2014 bring you happiness, health and
success?
Best wishes,
Geoff Müller
Chairman, Buffalo River Shooting Club
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Trading Post
FOR SALE:

Reports / Range Register
By this time everybody should
know that a new system have
been implemented. There are two
separate registers. One for
members and one for non members. An
appeal is once again made to all members
to complete the register at all times
before shooting.

Range shirts = R250-00
caps = R50-00
Contact Gys 083 3271345
For those who want to buy or sell firearms, visit
www.gunsite.co.za

The reports are available on request at a nominal
fee of R10.00. This is to cover the printing costs.
Contact Gys Viljoen if you require a report of
your range visits. The report reflects data from
2007-12- 17 onwards .

Honorary Membership
The matter of honorary membership
was discussed at the AGM in
January 2008.The following
definitions and criteria were set up: Honorary:
Selected and appointed by the Committee on a
yearly basis for services rendered to the Club or
for special recognition. (Valid for one year)
Life Time Honorary: Nominated by members and
elected at the AGM, subject to the following
criteria/limitations:
• Twenty years uninterrupted paid
membership and active participation in
Club activities.
• Twenty years uninterrupted service as
committee member, with record of service
to the Club.
• Chairman, after retirement with four years
uninterrupted service.
• A maximum of 5% of the Club members
may be life time honorary members.
• Achieving at provincial and National level
and at the same time promoting BRSC at
all times with a minimum of five years.
Nominations for such membership shall be
submitted to the secretary, two weeks
prior to the AGM, in writing and shall be
placed before the AGM for ballot at the
discretion of the Committee.
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Statistics (2013-01-01 to
2013-12-31)
o

o

Ninety Seven (97) out of One Hundred
and Eighty Four (184) members visited
the range.
Here is a breakdown of member visits per
month for 2013.
January - 188
February - 240
March - 289
April - 219
May - 242
June - 241
July - 220
August - 189
September - 203
October - 120
November - 166
December – 112

All members are requested to complete the
register as discussed above. It is to the
member‟s advantage that the register is
completed correctly
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The Backpack Cannon

Smith & Wesson unveil their new monster
revolver - „a great gun for a back-up gun or for
hunting‟
Backpack cannon is for 'when critters are
big enough to eat you'
Packs a huge .460 calibre bullet, shock
handle and high-vis sight
Smith & Wesson admit that handguns are
'second choice' to rifles
Gun Manufacturers Smith & Wesson have
unleashed their newest revolver: a
monster .460 calibre handgun which they
say is 'great for a back-up gun, or for
hunting'.
Named the 'Backpack Cannon', the gun was
unveiled in Las Vegas on Monday at the
Shooting, Hunting, and Outdoor Trade
show, the largest gun show in the U.S.,
which around 60,000 gun fans attend
every year.
The cannon - officially called the Performance
centre Model.460 - features a three-inch
barrel, high visibility sights and synthetic
shock absorber on the rear of the handle,
as well as a massive chamber to fit the
gigantic .460 calibre rounds, which are
some of the biggest and most powerful
bullets in the world.

Fearless deer approaches hunters, licks
rifle

Three hunters were shocked when a deer
approached them and began licking a rifle one
was firing.
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One of the men fired off several rounds, but the
fearless deer didn't even flinch. "He's not even
freaking out," said the man videotaping the
encounter.

self-defense training because it teaches good gun
handling skills, ads pressure you can‟t get
shooting alone, and forces you to measure your
skills so you know your level of confidence.

When he notices that the deer walking up to a
man laying on the ground with a rifle, the video
taper yells out, "Hey Tim, hold [fire]!"

Unfortunately, many new shooters are
apprehensive about entering the world of
practical pistol competition so we put this guide
together to help guide to address many common
excuses.

When that hunter, identified only as Tim, realizes
that the deer had boldly walked straight towards
him and his gun, he stops firing. Tim and the
cameraman then pet the deer, who begins to
sniff the rifle. To the amazement of the hunters,
the deer calmly eats some grass directly around
their rifle and even proceeds to lick the gun
itself.
"He's licking the gun!" the cameraman exclaims.
He notes that next time they go hunting they
won‟t need any decoys to lure in deer because
this animal will be their "natural deer attractor."
The story ends well -- the impressed hunters let
the deer walk away unharmed, although it was
unlikely to have been in any danger in the first
place. Hunters don't generally target fawns.

Excuse 1: “My gun isn‟t good enough.”
Practical pistol shooting is designed to allow you
to compete with the gun you carry or use to
defend yourself. There is a class for nearly every
gun 9mm or larger

Excuse 2: “I don‟t have the right gear.”
If you have a hip holster that cover the trigger
guard, enough magazines to hold 15 rounds and
pockets, you have the right gear for your
1st match! Until you get the hang of things, there
is nothing wrong placing your magazines in your
pockets as long as you can access them safely.

Excuse 3: “I am a defensive shooter and gun
games will get you killed.”
Nope!

Getting Started in Practical
Pistol Competition

It is important to understand a shooting
competition isn‟t a gun fight, but a gun fight is
most definitely a shooting competition.
You are very unlikely to forget that someone is
shooting at you and forget how to use cover
appropriately. However you are also very unlikely
to forget the gun handling, problem solving and
shooting proficiency honed in competition. Go
compete!

Excuse 4: “There isn‟t anywhere around here
that I can shoot!”
Wrong!! Buffalo river shooting club is waiting for
you.
Competition is one of the most fun things you
can do with a pistol and it is a great addition to
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Excuse 5: “I‟m not good enough.”
Well… You aren‟t going to win!?!
But, that really isn‟t the point either. For almost
every shooter the goals of competition are to 1)
Have fun 2) Hang out with great people 3)
Compete.

can‟t play more for that match. If you
storm off the other shooters will likely talk
about you, if you stick around they will
talk to you. But just as importantly you
force them to work more and paste more
targets which is unfair to them.

In fact, if you really want to get better in addition
to attending matches, you need to be able to
identify your weaknesses and practice. To be
very good you have to enjoy practicing even
more than the matches.






If you aren‟t keeping score, there is no
reason to get better
Missing too fast
Movement, my match day nemesis
Practice doesn‟t make perfect, it makes
permanent
A Dry Fire Routine

Dun, Dun, Dun! Eventually everyone gets
Disqualified.

SAPSA has awarded NKZN Shooting Association
an amount of R5000 which has to be utilized to
host a development day, or two.
BRSC will host the event early in 2014.

It is going to happen. It doesn‟t mean you are
bad person (unless you were purposefully
cheating!). It doesn‟t mean you are dangerous.
What it is, is an opportunity to learn from a
mistake.
You will dwell on it for a couple of days, you will
analyze what happened, you will figure out how
to keep it from happening again.
The 3 steps to handling a DQ well on match day
are the following…
1. Own your mistake. The RO didn‟t DQ you.
You disqualified yourself and they alerted
you to the infraction. Apologize to them
for ruining their day, because they didn‟t
want to do it.
2. Take 5-10 mins and cool off. You aren‟t
going to be happy with the situation. You
may be angry. You will be embarrassed.
Let that pass, put your gear away and
come back to your squad.
3. Help paste targets and be a good sport.
You are not kicked off the range you just
Editor: amelia.oberholzer@yahoo.com

Message from the practical
Pistol shooting discipline co ordinator

Andre van Straaten, with the help of a few
others, are busy putting together a program for
the event.
The final date(s) and program will be published
shortly.
In short, the purpose of the event is precisely
what it says, to develop existing shooters and to
expand IPSC in our region.
This event will be open to anyone who is
interested in either furthering him/herself in the
sport and / or for anyone who is interested in
participating in IPSC.
Looking forward to seeing you there!!

Club Calender
A detailed calendar for the current year is
available on the internet at www.brsc.co.za
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Practical Pistol Shoots (IPSC)
The range is reserved for
practical shooting from 08:00
till 13:00 on the following
dates
22 February (Club)
22 March (Club)
26 April (League)
17 May (League)

NSA Shoots
The range is reserved for NSA
shooting from 09:00 till 12:00
on the following dates.
15 February
29 March
31 May
21 June

Silhouette Shooting
The range will be reserved for
silhouette
shooting
from
09:00 till 12:00 on the
following dates
8 February
8 March
10 May
Pin Shooting
The range will be reserved for
pin shooting from 09:00 till
12:00 on the following dates
16 February
2 March
13 April
24 May
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IS PRACTICAL PISTOL
COMPETITION STILL
PRACTICAL?
Modern Pistol craft has grown
forcefully and dramatically since its birth in
Southern California three decades ago. And, not
surprisingly, there are a number of issues that
have significantly influenced its success.
Declining economies and social chaos, resulting
in rising crime and terrorism, have spawned
renewed interest in personal protection. Thus,
particularly in the civilian sector, with little or no
access to hard data concerning these issues,
there is great interest in the concept of using
competition to enhance personal weapon craft
skills.
And, in the beginning, this goal was pretty much
achieved: most competitively developed
techniques did further the state-of-the-art. We
now know more about carrying, presenting,
shooting, reloading and modifying the handgun
than ever before. Many courses of fire and
practice drills are beneficial as well and
increasing numbers of practical shooting clubs
are springing up all over the country.
However, toward the end of the 1970s, an
alarming trend began to emerge. As used in its
original context, the term "practical," was defined
as a socio-politically acceptable synonym for
"combat." The original purpose of the
International Practical Shooting Confederation,
for example, was to promote advancement of the
handgun as a self-defence weapon. After all, the
mission of the handgun is, in fact, defensive,
right? We came this far by keeping this in mind,
thus preventing a loss of purpose and resultant
deviation from the intended theme of
development.
Unfortunately, many participants in what came to
be called "practical" shooting either forgot this
critical fact or were never cognizant of it in the
first place. Predictably, therefore, the
organization's goal was altered towards
competition being an end unto itself, rather than
a means to a higher goal -- i.e. as a research tool
by which better ways were found to utilize the
handgun in a self-defence environment.
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One example of this deviation is the "track
meet," where physical movement assumes
disproportionate competitive value. Stimulation
of the metabolism via physical exertion is a
legitimate simulation of the effects of stress.
Used correctly, it provides an accurate picture of
how various techniques can be expected to
perform in real-world situations. However, when
emphasis upon physical prowess begins to rival
weapon skills in importance, things go astray. To
see the fallacy in this, we need only to recall that
the handgun is a defensive arm -- i.e. we carry it
so we don't have to run!
The method commonly used to determine
competitor performance is the "Comstock Count,"
which divides the shooter's point score by his
elapsed time, for a points-per-second evaluation
of his performance. In and of itself, the Comstock
Method is not invalid. The problem is that it was
intended for short-duration time frames, not
complex "assault courses" in which the shooter
moves considerable distances from location to
location, solving multiple shooting problems
along the way. When utilized improperly,
"Comstocking" allows the speed at which the
contestant moves from place to place to
overshadow his shooting skills, making it a less
than optimum way to judge what is supposedly a
shooting match.
Another problem is that those who do not carry a
handgun on a daily basis often lack an
understanding of it as a weapon. This results in
the creation of competitive courses that are not
valid simulations of the situations in which a
handgun is typically used. True, diversity
prevents stagnation, but when diversity for its
own sake becomes the issue, rather than being
used as one element of consideration in trying to
reach a higher goal, it becomes obfuscatory and
therefore detrimental.
There is an even more serious, if subtle, danger
here, too. The use of unrealistic courses of fire
can -- and often does -- promote the
development of tactics and techniques that, while
competitively efficient, are from a tactical
standpoint suicidal. As well, such courses favour
the Condition One (cocked & locked) auto-pistol
that many law enforcement and military
personnel, because they must use issued DA
autos or revolvers, cannot carry.
Editor: amelia.oberholzer@yahoo.com

If competition is to be a means by which
handgun state-of-the-art is to be advanced, we
must maintain interest and competitive spirit,
while at the same time remembering our original
goal. Still, requiring competitors to do things that
are virtually guaranteed to get them killed in a
real fight is abominable and should not be
allowed to continue.
This is admittedly easier said than done, and has,
in fact, fallen by the wayside, causing a rift
between those who regard the handgun as a
weapon (the "Warriors") and those who view it
as a recreational tool (the "Gamesmen")
seriously enough to rip IPSC apart.
The "Gamesmen" have contributed a number of
useful techniques even if their motives and
tactics weren't survival-oriented. Most of the
original Combat Masters weren't interested in the
handgun as a defensive tool and only a few of
them carried a gun for a living. Yet, their
contributions -- the Weaver Stance, the Speed
Load, et al -- have been incalculably valuable
and, in fact, positively influenced the evolution of
practical pistol craft.
In short, we need "Gamesmen" to prevent
stagnation, but at the same time, in order to
benefit from their efforts, we must view their
attitudes, motivations and accomplishments with
a critical eye. Conversely, we need "Warriors,"
too, because while their philosophy isn't
especially innovative, it is truly practical and
keeps us on the track to finding better ways to
stay alive in a pistol fight.
Other issues of conflict between the "Warriors"
and "Gamesmen" include the use of:




Irrelevant targets. The use of silhouette
targets typical to IPSC competition
connotes an anti-personnel situation.
Therefore, scoring methods should be
based upon an accurate representation of
the human anatomy. If the development
of anti-personnel methodology is not the
goal, then humanoid targets should not be
utilized.
Unrealistically specialized guns, holsters
and other ancillary equipment and squibloaded ammunition. These further
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obfuscate the original goal of practical
competition and makes evaluation of the
techniques developed with such
equipment more difficult. The use of
"street legal" service guns, full-powered
ammunition and realistic holsters and
spare ammunition carrying devices should
be mandatory if a real-world view is to be
maintained.

The rifle was a Christmas present for the girl's
older brother.
Police spokesperson Lieutenant Colonel André
Traut told Beeld they were investigating.

So, is Practical Pistol Competition still practical?
No, obviously not. As is typical with most types
of competition, as viewed from its original
perspective, it has become a highly specialized
and irrelevant game -- an end unto itself rather
than a means to a higher goal -- of little or no
tactical value.
However, with a little tolerance on both sides and
a few basic rules to prevent loss of purpose, we
can produce a champion without compromising
our integrity. The concept of learning is the basis
upon which man has elevated himself above the
level of both his cohabitants on this planet and
his own ancestors. In order to continue this
process, we cannot afford to lose sight of our
goals along the way. If we can unite the
"Gamesman" and "Warrior" factions within the
practical shooting fraternity into a cohesive body
truly dedicated to advancement, we all -"Gamesmen" and "Warriors" alike -- win.
Besides, wouldn't it be more satisfying to be the
Champion at something relevant and real?

10-year-old accidentally kills
mom with air rifle

Johannesburg - A 10-year-old girl
accidentally shot and killed her mother with an
air rifle her brother got as a Christmas present,
Beeld reported on Friday.
The 45-year-old woman died in a Cape Town
hospital on Christmas eve, following the accident
in Oude Westhoff, Bellville.
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National Shooting Association

Principal Objectives:
The National Shooting Association (NSA) is a
South Africa based, apolitical, non-racist, and
non-sexist shooting association with the following
principle objectives:
The NSA is a SAPS
Accredited Hunting and a
SAPS Accredited Sportshooting Association and
has
its
activities
focussed on assisting the
busy Executive who is an
enthusiastic
hunter
and/or sport-shooter by
allowing for members
tom participate as their
time allows them to do.
NSA for instance presents In-House Postal Target
Shooting Competitions for all calibres of
handguns and all calibres of hunting rifles in a
format that allows members to shoot prescribed
shooting tables on their own time on ranges of
their own choice, without having to be bound by
shooting activities which are directed by time and
place. Members post shot targets to the office
where these are kept on record for purposes of
being able to present proof of activities when
members have to renew their firearm licences.
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NSA annually informs its members of hunting
opportunities and present an Annual National
Postal Target Shooting Competition.
THE OBJECTIVES OF THE ASSOCIATION ARE:










To develop and promote the sport of
shooting in all its forms, including
competitive rifle, pistol and shotgun
shooting, sporting shooting and hunting
with
firearms
and
other
hunting
equipment; the research, development,
and reloading of cartridges and cartridge
loads for competition, target, hunting and
sporting use ("the sport");
To educate practitioners of the sport and
the general public regarding firearms and
shooting in general; the safe and
responsible
use
of
firearms
for
competitive,
sporting
and
hunting
purposes, the safe use of firearms,
environmental conservation and ethical
standards in the sport;
To promote and support the conservation
of the world's natural habitat and the
sustainable use of wildlife based on
scientific data and on sound economic
principles;
To co-operate, as responsible law-abiding
citizens, with the Government and
Authorities of the various countries in
which the organisation has members in
the promotion of the sport, the safe and
responsible use of firearms, and the legal
right to own such firearms, and;
To raise funds in order to carry out or
assist programmes to promote the sport
in all its forms with accent on Southern
Africa.

that the NSA is of the opinion that
the Act is regarded as a positive
development in responsible
firearm ownership in South Africa,
and that the effective
implementation of the Act will lead
to the safer use of firearms in this
country - it will also combat the
high levels of violent criminal activity committed
with illegal firearms.
NSA is a SAPS (CFR) Accredited Hunting
Association and a SAPS (CFR) Accredited Sportshooting Association.
Policy positions:









 the right to
legally own and
use firearms
 a
strong
and unified voice
for
appropriate
training in the legal
use of firearms
the development of conservation-based
rural development projects generating
income
through
sustainable
use
(conservation-based
community
involvement and sustainable hunting)
backing and supporting government‟s
initiative in biodiversity conservation
through
sustainable
use
and
the
endeavour to in this manner contribute to
the eradication of rural poverty
balanced comments on safe use of
firearms, sport shooting, and sustainable
responsible hunting in the media
high standards in the safe, responsible,
and accountable ownership and use of
firearms.

NSA's position on the implementation of the
Firearms Control Act:
The National Shooting Association is committed
to working with the South African Police Service
(SAPS) and the Central Firearms Registry (CFR)
to meet the objectives of the Firearms Control
Act (Act 60 of 2000 as amended). It is stressed
Editor: amelia.oberholzer@yahoo.com
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Vision and Mission

Reduce Crime In South Africa
Improve Service Delivery
Create Safer South African Communities
Unite South Africans in the Pursuit of
Common Goals
Empower South Africans To Reduce Crime
Support SAPS Where Possible
Make South Africans Accountable
Promote Economic Growth
Restore Hope
Effective Incident Communication:
SA CAN uses, adapts and pioneers frontline
technology to ensure effective communication
amongst our ever-growing network of South
Africans. Our systems harness the eyes and ears
of the public to help combat crime.

Why you need SA CAN and their Family?
BECOME AN SA CAN MEMBER – FREE LIFETIME
MEMBERSHIP
SA CAN has launched the first National
Community 911 Incident Management Centre
(IMC) in the country. Comparable to the USA‟s
911, SA CAN‟s IMC links to 84 safety and security
organizations, including the police, medical
emergency services, fire & rescue services,
private security and many more. One telephone
number, or the push of a speed dial button on
your cell phone, is what gains you access to this
network of emergency help 24/7. Given that it
costs you nothing, can you afford not to join?

BECOME AN SA CAN FAMILY MEMBER R39.90 –
30 DAYS FREE TRIAL PERIOD

Incident Management with Results:
SA CAN has carefully cultivated personal
relations with all relevant emergency service
providers, including SAPS (all units, i.e. SAPS,
Metro Police, SAPS Dog Units, SAPS Airwing,
Organised Crime, Provincial Operations), private
security companies, medical emergency services
and community safety and security resources.
Users of our Incident Management Centre (IMC)
receive the direct benefit of these relationships in
the form of efficient and effective levels of
response to emergency situations. SA CAN Duty
Managers continue providing support to
emergency service providers until the best
possible result is achieved. Countless emergency
services personnel have told us that it is support
of this nature that helps them to stay motivated,
which in turn further cements these critical
relationships and enhances our ability to coordinate the best possible response to any
emergency.
Community Crime Prevention Projects:
SA CAN runs several crime prevention programs
that embrace both the suburban and township
Editor: amelia.oberholzer@yahoo.com

communities. These effective and extremely
inexpensive projects are partially financed by
Member subscriptions, precisely because they
increase the number of eyes and ears we can call
upon for crime-fighting information. To date the
projects have directly resulted in suspect arrests
and convictions which is critical.

For those that can afford a few Rands, SA CAN
provides additional services from the cutting
edge of the community safety and security
sector. SA CAN has spent R 1 400 000 to date on
software development in the last three years that
equips paying members with an unprecedented
online safety and security “toolkit”.
Services covered by financial subscription to SA
CAN are as follows (T&C):
24 HR IMC - National Incident
Management Centre. One telephone
number, 84 organizations
24 HR DUTY MANAGER - A personalised
Case Manager, for as long as it takes,
sometimes years.
SOS ER24 MEDIC - Guaranteed medical
response, advance life support &
evacuation. No medical aid required.
** SOS FLIGHT OPERATIONS - We will
launch the Helicopter without a medical
aid or pre-authorisation, if necessary.
www.sacan.co.za/helicopters
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SOS PANIC BUTTON - Cell Phone Panic
Button – GPS / LBS Tracking & Tracing
SOS ID - Personal On Line Emergency
Profile
SOS ID CARDS - Talks When You Cannot
& Ensures You Are Identified
SMS ALERT - Area-specific SMS
notifications covering issues pertinent to
you.
MMS ALERT - Area-specific MMS
images/photos notifications covering
issues pertinent to you.
GATE SIGN - Specially designed large
reflective numbered gate sign ensures
your address is easily located.
** This is not being done anywhere else in the
country and is 100% unique to our SA CAN
Family Members.

New Hustler
The club acquired a new hustler – and no guys
it‟s NOT what you‟re thinking!!!

The new long awaited ride on lawnmower was
purchased and already put to use on the shooting
range.

** We do NOT require a Doctor or Advance Life
Support Paramedic on scene.
** We believe that you are real family. We will
do all we can to protect you, love and care for
you.
** THANK YOU in advance for joining our SA CAN
Family.
SA CAN‟s free services are funded out of the
paid-for services, because SA CAN has realized
that true safety and security solutions depend on
a wide community embrace. Our funding model
and safety and security philosophy is unique in
South Africa but far more importantly it delivers
a measurable reduction in crime while cementing
community ties. Our slogan is TOGETHER SA
CAN. We believe in it, and we live it.
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